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The changing thermal conductivity of an irradiated material is among the principal design consid-8

erations for any nuclear reactor, but at present few models are capable of predicting these changes9

starting from an arbitrary atomistic model. Here we present a simple model for computing the10

thermal diffusivity of tungsten, based on the conductivity of the perfect crystal and resistivity per11

Frenkel pair, and dividing a simulation into perfect and athermal regions statistically. This is ap-12

plied to highly irradiated microstructures simulated with Molecular Dynamics. A comparison to13

experiment shows we closely track observed thermal diffusivity over a range of doses from the dilute14

limit of a few Frenkel pairs to the high dose saturation limit at 3 displacements per atom (dpa).15

INTRODUCTION16

Tungsten has been chosen as a plasma facing mate-17

rial designs for future tokamak fusion reactors [1–3] due18

to its low sputtering yield, high melting point and high19

thermal conductivity [4]. But under bombardment from20

14.1 MeV fusion neutrons, displacement damage within21

the bulk material will generate lattice defects [5] which22

can adversely affect thermal conductivity among other23

properties [6].24

Unfortunately, predicting thermal conductivity based25

on the damage microstructure is extremely difficult, as26

metal conductivity is dominated by electrons, and so re-27

quires a quantum mechanical treatment. The electron28

scattering rate can be written down from Fermi’s golden29

rule as proportional to the square of a perturbing matrix30

element coupling two electron states. For the electron-31

phonon coupling this can be computed from the elastic32

deformation due to the phonon [7]. In semiconductors at33

least sufficient electron localisation is present to permit34

fast scaling methods using Density Functional Perturba-35

tion Theory [8]. In metals these calculations are expen-36

sive and while transport calculations can be performed37

in the Boltzmann theory approximation [9], and scatter-38

ing rates can be found [10–12], current state-of-the-art39

ground-state density functional calculations of disloca-40

tion loops are limited to order one thousand atoms [13].41

When this scale is compared to the minimum size for42

generating high dose microstructures, order one million43

atoms [14], we must concede that electronic structure44

calculations must be supplemented by more approximate45

methods if a fully multiscale picture of a material’s re-46

sponse to stress, temperature and irradiation is to be47

developed.48

This simplifying approach was followed by Zinkle49

(ref [15]), who suggested a model for the resistivity of50

circular dislocation loops in copper based on counting51

defected atoms observed in TEM images and dividing52

these into dislocation core sites and atoms in stacking53

fault sites. Reza et al. [16] considered similar models,54

again based on TEM observations of atoms. It is note-55

worthy that both these papers required an extrapolation56

of the distribution of observed loops to sizes too small to57

observe [17, 18]. Caturla et al. [19] modelled resistivity58

changes during post irradiation annealing using the resis-59

tivity per Frenkel pair, following the count of pairs using60

kinetic Monte Carlo.61

We argue that to predict a thermal conductivity for62

engineering purposes it is sufficient to be able to divide63

an arbitrarily complex, atomically-detailed simulated mi-64

crostructure into regions which are essentially perfect65

crystal, regions which are elastically distorted and so are66

somewhat more scattering, and regions which are highly67

distorted and have substantially greater scattering. If we68

can robustly predict and characterize an irradiated ma-69

terial along these lines, and reproduce the scattering rate70

of a simple defect types, we should be able to reproduce71

the trends in conductivity change due to irradiation dose,72

temperature, stress and other external drivers through73

their effect on the microstructure, even if the scattering74

rate for an individual complex defect type is not exactly75

reproduced.76

Existing methods for distinguishing athermal atoms77

from bulk crystal atoms include analysing bond angle78

distributions, common neighbour analysis and graphs of79

connected bonds [20, 21]. Progress has also been made re-80

cently to detect athermal atoms based on Machine Learn-81

ing [22]. We distinguish perfect lattice from distorted82

using local potential energy- a property generally avail-83

able using empirical potentials even if not well-defined84

in an ab-initio calculation. This choice is made because85

we can derive an expression for the expected distribution86

of atomic potential energy for a system in thermal equi-87

librium, combining the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution88

with the Debye-Waller factors for thermal vibrations. We89

demonstrate that this distribution is a very good fit to90

MD simulations.91
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We then use a simple model for the scattering rate92

based on Mattheisen’s rule [23] for summing rate con-93

tributions on an atom-by-atom basis. We use an em-94

pirical model for the scattering rate due to an atom in95

a defected configuration [24]. With this model, we can96

uniquely define the thermal conductivity of arbitrarily97

complex atomic configurations without any parameteri-98

zation beyond the scattering rate per Frenkel pair. We99

then describe how to parameterize an empirical potential100

to fit thermal conductivity quantities which have been101

experimentally determined for many metallic elements.102

Finally we describe how high dose microstructures103

have been generated at an atomistic level, and how the104

thermal diffusivity of comparable high-dose tungsten was105

measured experimentally. We discuss our results from106

the simulations and compare to the experiment.107

THEORY108

We can write a simple kinetic theory expression for the109

electronic thermal conductivity,110

κ =
1

3Ω0
cev

2
F 〈re〉−1, (1)111

where ce is the electronic heat capacity per atom,Ω0 is112

the atomic volume, vF is the Fermi velocity, and re is113

the electron scattering rate. The heat capacity is given114

in terms of the temperature T and density of states at115

the Fermi level DF , ce = (π2k2BDF /3)T . Electron scat-116

tering comprises contributions from impurity scattering,117

electron-phonon scattering and electron-electron scatter-118

ing, with the condition that the mean free path cannot119

drop below the nearest neighbour separation b0 [24].120

1

re
=

b0
vF

+
1

rimp + re−ph + re−e
. (2)121

We expect impurity scattering to arise from electrons122

scattering from the anomalous electrostatic potential at123

defected sites, impurity atoms and the like, and so be124

temperature independent. Electron-phonon scattering125

should be proportional to the number of phonons, and126

so scale linearly with T . Finally electron-electron scat-127

tering should scale with T 2. It is beyond the scope of128

this work to derive expressions for the latter two terms,129

so instead we fit to the known variation of thermal con-130

ductivity with temperature, and write re−ph = σ1T , and131

re−e = σ2T
2 [25]. We note that this implies our model132

has an unphysical infinite conductivity for the perfect133

lattice at zero temperature; in reality there will always134

be some residual defects and scattering between s- and135

d- bands in transition metals [26], but resistivity ratios136

ρ(273K)/ρ(4.2K) of order 105 can be measured for very137

pure single crystal tungsten samples [27].138

In this work we focus on the impurity scattering. The139

experimental literature for scattering rates for specific140

defects is sparse, owing to the difficulty of knowing ex-141

actly which defects are present, but we summarise some142

important results. In ref [28], the electrical resistivity143

per vacancy in tungsten was observed to be proportional144

to linear strain. Secondly, if the resistivity per Frenkel145

pair [29] is compared to the resistivity per vacancy [30]146

for molybdenum and tungsten, we find similar ratios of147

3.1 and 3.9 respectively. Thirdly, in ref [10], the resistiv-148

ity for point defect pairs in copper ( divacancy and di-149

interstitial ) is calculated to be slightly under double the150

single point defect value, consistent with best estimates151

from experiment. These three results suggest that the152

defect scattering rate must correlate with excess energy:153

the formation energy per vacancy is expected to vary lin-154

early with strain, with the (tensorial) coefficient being155

the dipole tensor [31]. The formation energy ratios of156

Frenkel pair to vacancy computed by DFT ( using AM05157

potential ) for Mo and W are 3.5 and 4.0 respectively [32],158

which is a reasonable fit to the second observation. The159

third observation would be consistent with a small bind-160

ing energy for point defects. We therefore suggest an161

empirical model, re−ph = σ0|E|, where E is the excess162

potential energy of a defected atom [24, 33]. Note that163

we use the modulus to prevent unphysical negative rates;164

in practice few defected atoms have negative excess ener-165

gies, so for the purposes of exposition it is convenient to166

assume scattering rate from a defect at low temperature167

is proportional to its formation energy. How we define168

excess energy, and whether an atom is defected or not is169

given below.170

Consider a system of atoms thermalized using classical171

molecular dynamics at temperature T with an empir-172

ical many body potential. The population of a phonon173

mode energy E = ~ω is given by the Boltzmann distribu-174

tion, pB(E;T )dE = 2β exp[−2βE]dE, where β = 1/kBT175

is the inverse temperature. From this, it is straightfor-176

ward to show that the kinetic energy of each atom follows177

the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, pM−B(E;T )dE =178

β(2βE)2 exp[−2βE]dE. The potential energy of each179

atom does not quite follow this distribution, as the atoms180

are not Einstein oscillators but rather have local energies181

determined by the distances to their neighbours. But if182

we assume that for thermally equilibrated atoms, they183

nevertheless appear to be close to Einstein oscillators,184

we can say the probability distribution of the position185

of each atom is in turn close to a spherically symmetric186

Gaussian. This approximation is often used in construct-187

ing Debye-Waller factors for dynamical electron diffrac-188

tion calculations: the Debye-Waller factor, B, is related189

to the thermally averaged atom displacement in the x−190

direction, B = 8π2〈u2x〉, where in the harmonic approxi-191

mation [34],192

〈u2x〉 =

(
~

2m

)∫
coth

(
~ω

2kBT

)
g(ω)

ω
dω, (3)193

with g(ω) being the normalised phonon density of states.194
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We can find the temperature scaling of this displacement195

scale by using the Debye formula in place of the density196

of states, to give[35]197

〈u2x〉 =

(
11492

8π2M

)(
T

Θ2
D

)(
Φ

(
ΘD

T

)
+

1

4

(
ΘD

T

))
,

(4)198

where ΘD is the Debye temperature and Φ(ΘD/T ) is199

the Debye integral. If M is the atomic mass in Daltons,200

then 〈u2x〉 is returned in units of Å2. Above the Debye201

temperature (or in classical molecular dynamics where202

quantum mechanical phonons are not represented), 〈u2x〉203

scales linearly with T , and so204

〈u2x〉 ∼
145.55

MΘ2
D

T. (5)205

With this approximation, the probability distribution206

for the distance between the atoms is also Gaussian, al-207

beit with a slightly larger distribution half-width w. If208

the perfect lattice distance between atoms is R(0) � w,209

then the probability distribution at finite temperature is210

p(R) ≈ 1√
2πw2

exp

(
− (R−R(0))2

2w2

)
, (6)211

with w2 = 16〈u2x〉/π2 = 2B/π4. Hence we can say that212

the standard deviation of the bond-length fluctuations213

scales as ∼
√
T .214

If we assume the thermal vibrations are small, then215

we can linearise the energy dependence in terms of216

atomic separations, and so find the probability dis-217

tribution for potential energies will be approximately218

given by the convolution of the Maxwell-Boltzmann dis-219

tribution and a third Gaussian function, g(E;σ) =220

exp[−E2/(2σ2)]/
√

2πσ2. The preceding arguments sug-221

gest that σ2 ∼ ∆kBT , with ∆ a potential dependent222

constant with energy units. It is not an advantage to223

derive a formula for ∆, as individual empirical potentials224

will have slightly different Debye temperatures, and we225

shall see below this parameter is easily found from sim-226

ulation. With the convolution applied, we find our form227

for the distribution of potential energies in a thermalised228

MD simulation:229

pMD(E;T ) = pM−B(E;T )⊗ g(E;σ)230

= 2β3

{
exp

[
− E

2

2σ2

]√
2σ2

π
(E − 2βσ2)231

+ exp
[
2β2σ2 − 2βE

]
(σ2 + (E − 2βσ2)2)232

×(1 + erf

(
E − 2βσ2

√
2σ2

)}
233

(7)234

The zero of energy is taken here to be the energy per atom235

at zero temperature with appropriate supercell strains236

applied, and so E is the excess potential energy.237
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FIG. 1. The variance of the potential energy of 65k atoms
thermalized in the NVT and NPT ensembles. The dashed line
shows the variance in the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution,
and the solid line is the model including broadening (equation

7) with σ =
√

∆(kBT ), with ∆ = 0.029 eV.
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FIG. 2. A histogram of potential energies of 65k atoms ther-
malized in the NPT ensemble using LAMMPS. The dashed
line is the M-B distribution, and the solid lines are a convo-
lution with a Gaussian width σ =

√
∆(kBT ) (equation 7).

The first few moments of pMD(E;T ) are:238 ∫
pMD(E;T )dE = 1,

∫
EpMD(E;T )dE = 3/2kBT ,239

and
∫
E2pMD(E;T )dE = 3(kBT )2 + σ2. The simple240

form for the second moment means we can parameterize241

for σ by plotting the variance of the potential energy as242

a function of temperature. We thermalize a simulation243

box of 65336 tungsten atoms using LAMMPS [36] and244

an empirical potential [37] known to give reasonable245

point defect and thermal expansion properties in the246

NPT ensemble (constant atom Number, Pressure and247

Temperature). Figure 1 shows the fit of the variance to248

var(E) = 3/4(kBT )2 + ∆kBT with ∆ = 0.029 ± 0.001249

eV. The high quality of a broadened Maxwell-Boltzmann250

distribution is further shown in figure 2. Here we have251

generated a histogram of the potential energy per atom252

for the 65336 atom box in the NPT ensemble. Note that253

the fit is good even in the tails of the distribution.254

If we generate a histogram of potential energies similar255

to figure 2 but in a defected system of atoms, and com-256
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pare to the expected thermal distribution (equation 7),257

we can estimate how many atoms are thermal, and how258

many are athermal. Note that we can not say for cer-259

tain whether an individual atom is defected, only find260

the fraction of athermal atoms in each energy bin.261

If there are N atoms total in the system, then we ex-262

pect to find a number N̄ in the energy range E : E+ dE263

given by N̄(E;T ) = N pMD(E;T )dE. The actual num-264

ber of thermal atoms we record should follow a Pois-265

son distribution with this average, ie the distribution266

Π(n; N̄) = N̄n exp[−N̄ ]/n!. If we actually record n267

atoms in the energy interval, then the probability that268

k of these are non-thermal atoms must be given by the269

Poisson probability that n− k are thermal270

p(k;n, N̄) =
Π(n− k; N̄)∑n
k=0 Π(n− k; N̄)

. (8)271

The expected number of non-thermal atoms in this en-272

ergy window is therefore273

〈k〉 =

n∑
k=0

k p(k;n, N̄). (9)274

Histograms of athermal atom count using equation 9 for275

systems containing a single point defect are shown in fig-276

ure 3. Note that the expected number of non-thermal277

atoms defined in this way tracks the thermal count, sim-278

ply because this is a stochastic property of the system.279

( The athermal proportion is order 2% for this potential280

and system size, a value largely independent of temper-281

ature ). The true signal of the point defects appears282

where we expect to see very few thermal atoms. For the283

monovacancy at 300K, we see a signal at 0.3eV. This is284

generated by the cage of high energy atoms surrounding285

the vacancy itself. For the crowdion we see the individ-286

ual atoms making up this extended defect with very high287

energy (> 0.5 eV).288

We can compute expected scattering rates for thermal289

atoms using equation 2:290

rθ(T ) =
vF (σ1T + σ2T

2)

b0(σ1T + σ2T 2) + vF
, (10)291

and for athermal atoms with292

ri(E;T ) =
vF (σ0|E|+ σ1T + σ2T

2)

b0(σ0|E|+ σ1T + σ2T 2) + vF
. (11)293

We can therefore find the expected scattering rate due294

to electron-phonon and impurity scattering from atoms295

in the energy window E : E + dE is296

r(E;T ) =

n∑
k=0

p(k;n, N̄(E;T )) ((n− k)rθ(T ) + kri(E;T )) ,

(12)297

and the total scattering rate is298

re =

∫
r(E;T )dE. (13)299
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FIG. 3. A histogram of athermal atoms in a system of 65k
atoms thermalized in the NPT ensemble at 300K. The solid
line shows the expected count of thermal atoms in each bin.
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In practice we need to generate a histogram, so this inte-300

gral is computed numerically. The scattering rate is not301

biased by bin width provided the width is small com-302

pared with the temperature scale. We use bin widths303

dE ∼ kBT/20.304

Fitting the model to experiment305

In the limit T → 0, all atoms in a perfect crystal have306

E = 0. For a crystal containing a point defect relaxed307

using conjugate gradients no atoms will have exactly E =308

0, although most will be in a narrow bin −dE/2 : +dE/2.309

Atoms outside this bin can be assumed ‘athermal’ in the310

low temperature limit.311

Therefore we can compute scattering rate for a de-312

fect relaxed using conjugate gradients, assuming a small313

temperature T were applied to avoid the singularity in314

the rate at T = 0, provided we make some choice for315

the triplet {σ0, σ1, σ2}. The scattering rate for a Frenkel316

pair, rFP(T ), is just the sum of the rates for monovacancy317

and crowdion. We can then use the Weidemann-Franz318

law relating electrical resistivity to thermal conductivity,319

ρ = LT/κ, where L = 2.44× 10−8 WΩK−2 is the Lorenz320

number, to match the measured resistivity per Frenkel321

pair, ρFP by substituting equation 1:322

ρFP = lim
T→0

3LΩ0

v2F (ce/T )
rFP(T ). (14)323

As limT→0 rFP(T ) is linear in σ0, we can use this to324

fit σ0. Using vF = 9.5Å/fs and ce/T/Ω0 = 5.46 ×325

10−10 eV/K2/Å3 computed using Density Functional326

Theory [24], and the experimental value ρFP = 27 µΩ327

m/at.fr. [29], we find a target value rFP(T = 0) = 29.1328

fs. Figure 4 shows the fitting of our model to this com-329

puted scattering rate per Frenkel pair, achieved by set-330
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ting σ0 = 2.32 fs−1/eV. The error in this value due to the331

non-linearity of the computed rates rFP(T ) is very much332

smaller than the uncertainty in ρFP.333

With σ0 fixed by the Frenkel pair calculation, we can334

fit σ1 and σ2 to reproduce the experimental thermal con-335

ductivity [38]. Many methods to fit the curves would be336337

appropriate here. We performed the fit efficiently by ob-338

serving (empirically) that the fraction of athermal atoms339

is very weakly dependent on temperature, in these sim-340

ulations f(T ) ≈ 0.022 + 0.156kBT , and their average341

energy is linear in temperature, 〈E〉 ≈ 2.04kBT . With342

these approximations we write down the expected scat-343

tering rate at temperature T as344

〈r(T )〉 ≈ f(T )ri(〈E〉;T ) + (1− f(T ))rθ(T ),345

and hence the expected thermal conductivity is346

〈κ(T )〉 ≈ cev
2
F

3Ω0〈r(T )〉
. (15)347

This is then a simple analytic form to fit for {σ1, σ2}.348

The thermal conductivity predicted for a defect-free, but349

MD thermalized lattice at finite temperature is shown in350

figure 5. We find a fit σ
(MD)
1 = 1.102× 10−4 fs−1/K and351

σ
(MD)
2 = 1.215 × 10−7 fs−1/K2. The points in figure 5352

for thermalized systems in the NVT and NPT ensembles353

use this set of parameters.354

We can also fit equation 15 to the experimental data355

if the atoms are in ideal lattice positions. In this case356

the only difference is that we would expect no athermal357

atoms, ie a fraction f = 0. This gives a fit which is358

suited to an atomic system which has been relaxed using359

conjugate gradients and has no thermal noise. We find360

σ
(CG)
1 = 1.191× 10−4 fs−1/K and σ

(CG)
2 = 1.253× 10−7361

fs−1/K2. The points in figure 5 labelled as perfect crys-362

tal use this second set of parameters. Note that σ
(MD)
1363

is slightly smaller than σ
(CG)
1 as our statistical model364

always estimates a small number of atoms in MD are365

‘athermal’ and so are given a higher scattering rate.366

Note that in our model we ignore the contribution to367

thermal conductivity from phonons, which is computable368

using MD if needed, but here is small compared to elec-369

tron conductivity. Thermal diffusivity, α, is defined from370

thermal conductivity as α = κ/c, where c is the vol-371

umetric heat capacity, here dominated by phonons, so372

c = 3kB/Ω0. A summary of the values used to parame-373

terize and resultant conductivity is given for reference in374

table I.375

Fitted parameters
impurity scattering σ0 0.232 PHz/eV

el-ph scattering σ
(MD)
1 1.102× 10−4 PHz/K

σ
(CG)
1 1.191× 10−4

el-el scattering σ
(MD)
2 1.215× 10−7 PHz/K2

σ
(CG)
2 1.253× 10−7

conductivity const
cev

2
F

3Ω0T
1.643×10−8 eV/K2/Å/fs2

Derived properties
energy broadening ∆ 0.029 eV

atomic volume (T=0K) Ω0 15.86 (15.86)(a) Å3

conductivity κ(T=273K) 1.74 (1.77)(b) W/cm/K

κ(T=900K) 1.20 (1.21)(b)

resistivity ρFP 27.0 (27)(c) µΩ m/at.fr.

ρvac 8.11 (7)(d)

TABLE I. Parameters fitted to the experimental thermal con-
ductivity as a function of temperature and scattering due
to a Frenkel pair in tungsten. Note that the σ parameters
are electronic scattering effects which must be added for this
work, and are not fitted to the TGS experiments described
here. Note we provide values for MD-simulated data and CG-
relaxed data. Experimental properties given in parentheses:
a) ref [39], b) ref [38], d) ref [30], c) ref [29].
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HIGH DOSE MICROSTRUCTURES376

MD simulation377

To generate some representative simulated microstruc-378

tures for this study, we employed a two-step process, de-379

scribed in detail in ref [40]. First we used the Creation-380

Relaxation Algorithm (CRA) [14], which generates high381

dose microstructures rapidly, but leaves an excessive382

number of high energy defects, then we relaxed further383

with low energy molecular dynamics (MD) cascade sim-384

ulations [41–44].385

We start with a box of 64 × 64 × 200 conventional386

bcc unit cells with a lattice parameter a0 = 3.1652Å.387

The CRA algorithm then selects some atoms at random,388

and removes them, leaving vacant sites. These are then389

replaced into random positions, and the simulation cell390

relaxed using conjugate gradients. We chose LAMMPS391

and the MNB potential [37] for the relaxations. During392

the relaxation, the x- and y- axes were constrained to393

zero strain, but the z- axis was allowed to relax to zero394

stress. These elastic boundary conditions are appropri-395

ate for simulating an irradiated thin surface layer, con-396

strained by a semi-infinite substrate. This is appropriate397

for modelling self-ion irradiation in a thick sample [45].398

The process of removing and replacing atoms builds up399

damage, with a canonical measure of the damage given400

by the ratio of the number of atoms repositioned to the401

number in the simulation. We displaced 1024 atoms per402

relaxation, corresponding to 6.25× 10−4 cdpa per relax-403

ation.404

The MD simulations started with the CRA simulations405

at a range of cdpa values, given in table II. These were406

then strained in the x- and y- directions to the potential’s407

lattice parameter at 300K. The simulation was then ther-408

malized for 20 ps, with a Berendsen thermostat and baro-409

stat [46] to keep zero pressure in the z- direction. The410

MD simulations were performed using PARCAS [47–49]411

with the same potential used for the CRA simulations.412

Displacement cascades were initiated by shifting the cell413

randomly in x-, y- and z- directions, maintaining peri-414

odic boundary conditions, then giving the central atom415

10 keV kinetic energy in a random direction. The cas-416

cade was followed with an electronic friction applied to417

atoms with kinetic energy over 10 eV [50] for 20 ps with418

a thermostat applied to the border atoms. Finally the419

simulation was followed for a further 10 ps with a baro-420

stat on the z-direction. A new cascade was then initiated.421

A canonical dpa level can be associated with these MD422

simulations by noting the number of vacancies produced423

per cascade initiated at the initial stages of damage pro-424

duction. From the first 40 cascades we estimate a cdpa425

level 4.1× 10−6 per cascade.426

An illustrative simulated microstructure at a dose 1.1427

dpa is shown in figure 6. Note that vacancies are homoge-428

FIG. 6. Simulated microstructure at a dose 1.1 cdpa. Dis-
location lines with Burgers vectors 1/2〈111〉 (green) and
〈100〉 (pink) generated using DXA[51]. Interstitials (red)
and vacancies (blue) generated from Wigner-Seitz cell occu-
pation [40]. Rendered using Ovito [52].

neously dispersed, and dislocation loops of both intersti-429

tial and vacancy type can be seen. No isolated crowdions430

remain.431

CRA dose MD dose total dose
(cdpa) (cdpa) (cdpa)

0 0 0
0 4.1× 10−5 4.1× 10−5

0 1.63× 10−4 1.63× 10−4

0 4.07× 10−4 4.07× 10−4

0 0.00163 0.00163
0 0.00407 0.00407
0 0.00814 0.00814
0 0.0122 0.0122

0.00625 0.00651 0.0128
0.0188 0.00651 0.0253
0.0350 0.00651 0.0416
0.0625 0.00651 0.0691
0.113 0.00651 0.119
0.188 0.00651 0.194
0.350 0.00651 0.357
0.625 0.00651 0.633
1.13 0.00651 1.13
3.00 0.00651 3.01

TABLE II. Simulation parameters for generating high dose
microstructures.

Experimental measurement432

Samples of high purity tungsten (99.97 wt% purity,433

procured from Plansee) were annealed at 1500C for 24h434

in vacuum to allow full recrystallization, and then me-435

chanically and electropolished using 0.1% NaOH solution436

to produce a mirror finish. Ion implantations were then437

performed at the Helsinki Accelerator Laboratory with438

20 MeV W5+ ions [53]. A summary of the ion fluxes is439

given in table III together with a damage level computed440

using SRIM (Quick K-P method, assuming threshold dis-441

placement energy 68 eV.) These calculations also suggest442
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the peak damage is at a depth 1.25 µm, falling to near443

zero at 2 µm. The peak concentration of injected ions444

is at 1.7 µm. A full description of the preparation and445

ion irradiation for these samples is given in ref [16]. We446

note that this set of samples has been analysed for other447

properties, including lattice strain [45] and hardness[54].448

Incident Flux Damage level
Fluence (SRIM)

(ions/cm2) (ions/cm2/s) dpa
2.7 ×1010 6.24×108 1.0× 10−4

8.13×1010 ” 3.2× 10−4

2.42×1011 3.1-5.0×108 0.0010
8.03×1011 ” 0.0032
2.55×1012 ” 0.010
4.61×1012 ” 0.018
8.20×1012 ” 0.032
1.42×1013 ” 0.056
2.54×1013 ” 0.10
8.11×1013 ” 0.32
2.53×1014 ” 1.0
8.10×1014 1.12×1011 3.2
2.53×1015 ” 10.0
8.10×1015 ” 32

TABLE III. Fluence and flux of the ion beam used to irradiate
the samples. A damage level is computed using SRIM. Note
that the flux is increased in steps to acheive higher fluences
in a reasonable experimental time.

Thermal diffusivity measurements were made using449

laser-induced transient grating spectroscopy (TGS) [33,450

55, 56]. This technique uses crossed, pulsed laser beams451

( 0.5 ns duration, λ = 532 nm wavelength, 1 kHz repeat452

frequency ) to generate a temperature grating at the sam-453

ple surface. The time-dependent decay of this tempera-454

ture grating is monitored by diffraction of two continuous455

wave probe beams that are detected using a fast photodi-456

ode connected to an oscilloscope. A detailed description457

of the experimental setup is provided elsewhere [57]. The458

thermal diffusivity is then determined from the decay of459

the diffracted intensity. A full description of the TGS460

set up for these measurements can be found in ref [16].461

Calculations suggest the thermal diffusivity measured is462

dominated by a surface thickness ∼ λ/π [55], which in463

this case is 1 µm and so the measurement reported here464

is due to the thermal diffusivity changes in the implanted465

layer.466

RESULTS467

In figure 7 we show the athermal atom count for the468

relaxed, high-dose microstructure simulations as a his-469

togram binned by potential energy. We can clearly see470

peaks at ∼ 0.3 eV corresponding to vacancies, and over471

0.5 eV for interstitials. The total athermal atom count472

for these simulations is plotted in figure 8. Note that473

this is a count of all the atoms which have high energy,474

and not a count of point defects. The interstitial and475

total vacancy count in this figure were computed using476

a Wigner-Seitz analysis of the occupation of lattice sites,477

and the vacancy total separated into vacancy clusters and478

vacancy loops using the method of ref [40]. We see a sat-479

uration of athermal atoms above 0.1 cdpa at about 8%480

of the total atom count, while the vacancy concentration481

saturates at 0.3%. This illustrates how a defect in this482

model is treated as a spatially-diffuse scattering region,483

and not as the individual point defects.484

In figure 9 we show the computed thermal diffusivity485

for the relaxed high dose microstructure simulations. On486

this plot we include the computed thermal diffusivity for487

CRA only simulations, with on MD cascade relaxation.488

We see that the unrelaxed CRA-only simulations show489

the correct general trend seen in the experiment, namely490

that the thermal diffusivity is significantly reduced at491

high dose but saturates over 0.1 dpa. But it is clear that492

the effect is overestimated. This is an expected conse-493

quence of the overestimation of the number of defects494

generated by the CRA method alone.495

Also on figure 9 we show an estimate for the thermal496

diffusivity made by Reza et al. [16] due to TEM visi-497

ble dislocation loops (> 1.5 nm diameter). This model498

uses the area observed in loops in TEM images[58] to499

find a number of interstitial point defects. It is then500

assumed that each interstitial is paired with a vacancy,501

and the scattering rate per Frenkel pair is used to turn502

the observed point defect count into a maximum thermal503

diffusivity. As each interstitial is treated as a strong scat-504

tering source, even though it may be in the centre of a505

large dislocation loop and so locally appear as (strained)506

perfect crystal, this model must overestimate the scat-507

tering due to observed defects. However, this estimate508

clearly still underestimates the drop in diffusivity, indi-509

cating that visible damage is only a small contributor510

to the true change in thermal conductivity. In ref [16],511

the authors find a better absolute change in diffusivity512

by assuming defects too small to see follow a power-law513

distribution [50, 59], though can not track the shape of514

the curve well.515

By contrast to these two estimates, the relaxed516

CRA+MD cascade simulations show a rate of thermal517

diffusivity reduction which is a good match to the ex-518

periment at doses < 0.1 dpa, and the saturation level of519

a 50% reduction in thermal diffusivity for doses > 0.1520

dpa is also a match. This suggests the level of damage521

in the relaxed CRA+MD simulations is a good match522

to experiment at low fluence end where the defect clus-523

ters are small, through dislocation network formation at524

0.01-0.1 dpa and through to the saturation dose of larger525

dislocation loop defects seen in figure 6 above 1 dpa.526
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CONCLUSION527

In this paper we have used a simple and empirical528

model for the scattering rate due to a defected atom -529

stating that the rate should be proportional to the local530

excess energy difference alone. This local energy is easy531

to compute and unambiguous in an MD simulation of a532

single component system, though we acknowledge that it533

is not simply accessible to a density functional theory cal-534

culation. However, after this first assumption, we have535

made no further approximations or experiment-specific536

parameterizations. We developed a simple analytic form537

for the expected distribution of potential energies, and538

from this used a statistical method to find the expected539

number of athermal atoms. This model can easily be540

used to post-analyse the output of any single component541

molecular dynamics simulations.542

As electronic thermal transport properties are not ac-543

cessible to classical empirical potentials, we needed to544

parameterize the absolute level of the thermal conduc-545

tivity using established known single crystal experimen-546

tal data, and we parameterized the scattering rate for the547

Frenkel pair defect using the established electrical resis-548

itivity data. At high dose the microstructure is one of549

network dislocations and dislocation loops with a homo-550

geneous background of mono vacancies and small vacancy551

clusters, and the simulated thermal diffusivity we report552

is derived from all the athermal atoms.553

An obvious extension to this model is to include sub-554

stitutional impurity atoms as point sources of scattering.555

This was considered in ref [33], with rhenium atoms in556

tungsten taken as point sources of impurity scattering.557

As this approach showed an excellent agreement with558

experiment, we suggest it should be possible to include559

impurity atoms in the dilute limit in the present model560

in a similar way.561

We conclude that our simple model is able to dis-562

criminate in a robust manner between undamaged (but563

strained) crystal, which has only a small contribution564

to conductivity loss, and highly distorted local environ-565

ments near dislocation cores and vacancy cages where the566

scattering should be high. As it is fitted to the average567

scattering rate for a range of atomic environments near568

Frenkel pairs, correlates with weakly and strongly scat-569

tering regions, and correctly deduces the volume fraction570

of such atomic environments, it is a therefore a good es-571

timator of the average change in thermal diffusivity in572

highly irradiated simulated microstructures.573
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